
Overview
    of the INOWA system.

Efficient sliding of each panel. 

Fully concealed closure that allows the connection of 
rectilinear profiles with modern design. 

All locking points operated by handle. 

Main and secondary locking points (up to 4 on one 
side). They are activated by the union of metal rods. 

Innovative closing movement perpendicular to the 
frame. 

Glass configurations (DVH / VILAX / FUERTEX).               
(Vilax- Security Laminated Glass)
(DVH - Hermetic Double Glazing)
(FUERTEX - Tempered Glass) 

Panel weight: 200Kg maximum.

Supports wind loads equivalent to 90Kg / m2. 
(Previous review of dimensions and exposure conditions). 

Excellent water drainage capacity.

Aesthetic combination through two types of joints.

EPDM gaskets. 
EPDM (Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer) 

Independent polyamide rail.

Bottom wheels and top guides. Honduras San Pedro Sula
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For more information, contact us:



DEVELOPED FOR EASY AND GENTLE USE

EASY MOVE AIRPROOF SECURITY

Modulations:

Its structure on bearings of high quality and German 
technology, makes the leaves can move with great 
ease, without annoying noise of friction. The closure 
is comfortable and is done almost without using any 
force.
The Inowa sliding system provides superior interior 
comfort, as technological innovations that prevent 
the penetration of air and rain also reliably protect 
against external noise, ideal for construction          
projects near roads or airports.

In order to respond to the most demanding 
market trends, Extralum makes available the new 
prefabricated aluminum and glass system 
"Inowa", this is the most profitable hermetic sliding 
gate system on the market, with German design 
and technology and the backup of the company 
Roto Frank.

It has unique characteristics in terms of water and 
air tightness, so it is ideal for buildings with           
considerable heights exposed to strong winds, 
even with storms and heavy rains that impact 
directly on the glass and the frame, thanks to its 
technology that guarantees insulation and          
unbeatable safety, no air currents will be noticed 
nor the leaves will be hardly close by the                
influence of wind.

Its name derives from the following words:              
Innovation, no water no air; Making reference to 
its main qualities avoiding water and air,         
achieving hermeticity with innovation

MODULATION: O X X O

MODULATION: O X MODULATION: X O

The frame only has a cavity for 2 sheets.

Powder coated or anodized aluminum 
profiles with finishes to be chosen.

Clear Anodized
Inox
Bronze Moss
Walnut

Note: Other finishes available on request 
and delivery times to be agreed.

Finishes:

Maximum and minimum dimensions:

Width X (Moving) Height X (Moving) 

600mm 1500 mm 700mm 3000 mm*
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

Width  O (Fixed) Height O (Fixed)

600mm 1500 mm 700mm 3000 mm*
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum


